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Puppy Hugs and Kisses! (PAW Patrol) 2016-12-27
nickelodeon s paw patrol stars in a coloring book featuring shiny stickers chase and the rest of his puppy pals celebrate
friendship and teamwork girls and boys ages 3 7 will love this coloring book which features a sparkly cover and over 50 shiny
stickers get on the case with nickelodeon s paw patrol chase marshall rubble skye and the rest of the puppy heroes are on a
mission to save their friends and protect the community of adventure bay using their paw some vehicles tools and teamwork

17 First Kisses 2014
crashing a ritzy party isn t easy especially for bev ryan who prefers overalls to cocktail dresses but she ll do it for her dogs even
if it means taking on a hot funny and irritatingly stubborn business mogul determined to protect his loved ones mack spenser
has honed his workaholic tendencies to perfection but when the charming dog evangelist targets his latest business deal he
suddenly finds his carefully constructed plans in chaos when a sizzling attraction blossoms between the two opposing forces
suddenly things get a lot more complicated author bio new york times and usa today bestselling author stephanie rowe is the
author of more than fifty novels she s a 2018 winner and a five time for the rita award the highest award in romance fiction
books in the canine cupids series all books are standalones and can be read in any order paws for a kiss pawfectly in love paws
up for love

Paws for a Kiss (Canine Cupids) 2017-09-29
in book 1 of the newly repackaged spy mice series a savvy secret agent mouse teams up with a kid who has superspy
aspirations fifth grader oz levinson has always dreamed of being a spy just like his hero james bond in real life though oz s 007
moves are seriously lacking and he s a target for bullies then he stumbles upon glory goldenleaf a secret agent mouse based in
washington d c s international spy museum glory is a tiny spy with a huge problem the evil rat roquefort dupont has kidnapped
her father and she needs to launch a rodent rescue recruited to lend a helping hand oz and his new friend d b are swept into an
exciting world of small scale espionage armed with high tech gadgets pigeon power and a whole lot of cheese glory and her
team won t rest until her father is rescued and justice is done

A Kiss in Time 2010
the hilarious and heartwarming novel about everyone s favorite klepto kitty macgyver an adorably mischievous tabby with a
talent for thievery and a sideline in helping the humans in his life find the love they deserve she s putting her love life on paws
but her cat has other ideas jamie snyder is thirty four and single but not ready to mingle after suffering through the year of the
non commital man the year of the self absorbed man and the year of the forgot to mention i m married man jamie s ready to
celebrate the year of me and macgyver of course macgyver is an adorable tabby with a not so adorable habit of sneaking out at
night and stealing things from the neighbors that s right macgyver is a cat burglar he s still the only male jamie trusts and the
only companion she needs macgyver knows his human is lonely he can smell it it s the same smell he s noticed on their neighbor
david a handsome young baker who s tired of his friends trying to fix him up but now macgyver s on the case first he steals
something from david and stashes it at jamie s then he steals something from jamie and leaves it with david before long the two
are swapping stolen goods trading dating horror stories and trying not to fall in love but they re not fooling macgyver when
humans generate this much heat the cat is out of the bag

The Black Paw 2010-05-11
sometimes your best self is your fursona online mauvecat a cool confident glittering pixie cat has friends and a whole supportive
furry community that appreciates her art at home maeve stephens has to tiptoe around her hoarder mother s mood and mess
when her life is at its hardest maeve can always slip into mauve her fursona and be the happy one the bubbliest friendliest artist
in her community it s even how she made her best friend jade with graduation around the corner maeve is ready to put her
lonely school days behind her and move on with her life and while her father hasn t been home since the divorce he does offer
her a dream come true an all expenses paid trip to the regional furry convention furlympia will have everything maeve s been
missing friends art mentors and other furries so when her mother forbids her from going maeve decides to sneak out on her own
between hitching a ride with jade getting a makeover from a young furry she inspired and connecting with an art idol who could
help her get into her dream school the furcon is everything maeve hoped for and more a single weekend away shows maeve
how wonderful her life could be but breaking free of the hoard means abandoning her mother just like everyone else in their life
and maeve isn t sure if she can even if it destroys her too
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Talk to the Paw 2018-01-30
the catnip diaries highlight sparkles progression from a kitten to a full grown cat it is done with word pictures describing plenty
of cat adventures a smattering of philosophy and lots of humor my adoption of sparkles from the local animal shelter was
therapy for me when i put my husband in a nursing home and our dog died my sister helen has her own cat and when we
compared notes we decided we could probably write a book about their adventures most of the entries are fiction but we believe
they could happen other characters in the book are fictional but they add depth and color to the diary entries anyone who is
owned by a cat can visualize their own cats being just as naughty or nice when a year s worth of entries were on the books
sparkles disappeared in my heart of hearts i believe sparkles was an angel sent to get me out of my depression sparkles loves
his mommie

A Furry Faux Paw 2022-07-26
loved the story loved the mystery and of course the cat i highly recommend this book to cozy mystery lovers patricia eroh ebook
discovery christy jamieson has just confronted the person who murdered her husband frank when frank s wealthy aunt ellen
arrives unexpectedly suitcase in hand ellen s home has become a crime scene and she intends to stay with christy no one is
happy but the most furious member of the jamieson household is stormy the cat wanting the woman out of her hair christy
investigates with journalist friend quinn only to discover the body on aunt ellen s terrace was the woman who alibied the person
complicit in frank s murder but the deeper christy and quinn dig into the connection between the dead woman and aunt ellen
the clearer it becomes that the only one who can unravel the truth is stormy the cat publisher note the 9 lives cozy mysteries
while containing some mild profanity will be enjoyed by mature readers of cozy mysteries cat lovers and those fond of all things
feline as well as readers of amanda lee denise grover swank rita mae brown s sneaky pie brown mysteries and shirley rousseau
murphy s joe grey mysteries will not want to miss this series the 9 lives cozy mysteries the cat came back the cat s paw cat got
your tongue let sleeping cats lie cat among the fishes cat in the limelight fleece the cat about the author louise clark has been
the adopted mom of a number of cats with big personalities the feline who inspired stormy the cat in the 9 lives books
dominated her household for twenty loving years during that time he created a family pecking order that left louise on top and
her youngest child on the bottom just below the guinea pig regularly tried to eat all his sister s food he was a very large cat and
learned the joys of travel through a cross continent road trip the 9 lives cozy mystery series as well as the single title mystery a
recipe for trouble are all set in her hometown of vancouver british columbia

The Catnip Diaries 2016-02-26
evil with in is based on the life of a child born during a planetary alignment which causes him to be evil the child s mind and
abilities develop 6 to 10 times faster than any humans making him a unstoppable killer when he grows into adult hood the book
takes you through all kinds of emotion all the things a parent goes through for the ones they love but evil can never be tamed
chad killinger takes you to a whole new level of horror and suspense follow the evil with in saga to see how chad s rampage
plays out

The Cat's Paw (The 9 Lives Cozy Mystery Series, Book 2) 2016-12-09
the saber claw is a new fast destroyer built around the new vallen maxumus warp engines it is armed with new attack and
electronic warfare jump ships called daggers these jump ships were designed for marines by marines beary maxumus is a young
18 year old bearilian fleet cadet with a secret he is actually dr beary maxumus the designer of the warp engine that powers the
ship he is also a marine reserve corporal who was part of an elite special forces unit called msu 6 the enemy calls him the ghost
his dream was to be just another cadet those dreams are about to be shattered

EVIL WITH IN 2009-05-11
as this second book opens the wanderers from the fifth dimension are now incarnate on earth in the third dimension as 21 year
old humans living around the world in moscow new york london tehran mumbai dublin tokyo and jerusalem growing up they
have each had many strange encounters with the dark side and now suspect they are not from this time and place when they
wake up they reunite with their twin flames and remember who they are and why they incarnated once awake they work
through a virtual reality game called fifth dimension travelling to hot spots around the world and battle the dark lords to prevent
disaster the second volume in the mission from venus saga by susan plunket
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The Legend Begins 2012-09-25
texas police officer megan luz and her k 9 partner brigit have come a long way baby a bundle of joy a dog eat dog world one
night while on duty with her four legged crime fighting companion meg gets an urgent call from her boyfriend seth who works for
the fort worth fire department a baby girl has turned up at the station with only two clues to her identity one is a peace sign
symbol stitched into her blanket the other is a word written in string help megan follows every loose thread and along with brigit
ends up on a twisted path that leads to the people of peace compound the site of a religious sect on the outskirts of the city its
leader father emmanuel keeps his followers on a short leash and his enemies even closer could this be the abandoned baby s
original home and if so why was she cast out now that megan and brigit are on the case the secrets of this reclusive cult are
bound to be dug up diane kelly is back with the long paw of the law the seventh installment in her drool worthy paw
enforcement series four paws up this is a fabulous series that is sure to win the hearts of mystery fans and dog lovers alike
books and trouble

The Wanderers on Earth 2020-12-11
an inventive and stylish debut written by a black educator wings of red is a clear eyed funny imperfect and observant work of
autofiction that grapples with the absurdity of the new york city educational system as a substitute teacher that in the end reads
as an ode to the city itself june papers is a twenty eight year old mfa grad with a felony record the classic young black and gifted
american misfit he s also a substitute teacher he s also homeless with dreams of becoming a writer june endures a host of trials
and dilemmas as he reluctantly realizes mentoring and teaching might actually be a path forward for him wings of red is driven
by june s unique narrative style a propulsive voice that intimately and vulnerably guides readers through the condemned
external reality of a black educator s personal and professional world falling apart and coming together again populated by a
host of true to life characters who are attempting to realize their dreams despite precarious professional and financial realities
wings of red elucidates the fallacy of the american dream while serving as a reminder of how powerful and necessary autofiction
can be directed at students and educators but written for any audience wings of red is an inspiring and poetic tour de force and
an unexpectedly necessary ode to new york city that features a texture velocity and immediacy that speaks to the author s
authentic and lived perspective

The Long Paw of the Law 2018-10-30
nicolae dalca nikki to his friends is your average 24 year old gray gay college fox oh and nephew to one of the biggest gay
hating bigots in the country he doesn t want much in this world a good job a nice house and a loyal guy would do it but his
choice in partners never seems to pan out swearing off males he decides to focus on his studies but what s a fox to do when the
sexiest wolf ever comes into his life gabriel knightt is 27 newly released from the army and looking for a new life while getting
back into civilian life he finds the cutest fox he has ever seen and tries his luck at dating while trying to assist the police in
catching a serial killer that is killing members of the lgbt community it is hard but he is managing to keep both worlds separate
that is until the killer sets his sights on his fox what should he to do when the love of his life is in danger but is to much of a fox
to admit he is over his head to run for cover

Wings of Red 2023-11-21
this volume examines how different generations of women work within the genericity of audio visual storytelling not necessarily
to undo or subvert popular formats but also to draw on their generative force recent examples of filmmakers and creative
practitioners within and outside hollywood as well as women working in non directing authorial roles remind us that women are
in various ways authoring commercially and culturally impactful texts across a range of genres put simply this volume asks what
do women who are creatively engaged with audio visual industries do with genre and what does genre do with them the
contributors to the collection respond to this question from diverse perspectives and with different answers spanning issues of
direction screenwriting performance and audience address reception

Once Upon a Kiss 2009
a meteor fragment was found by alma who is a dragon in the dragon world he took the meteor fragment to mineral area college
in flat river missouri and professor hicks found out that it was dark matter than destroyed the humans in the dragon world alma
wound up getting possessed by a demon from the human world and it threatens human and dragon history this is a start of a
multi book series
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Forged Bonds 2017-03-28
a college student emily going through adventures with her furry friends hadley grace and daniel discover what it looks like
through a dog cat and a owner s eyes traveling back in time to the first day to present day

Women Do Genre in Film and Television 2017-10-30
paw enforcement introduces police officer megan luz and her loyal k 9 partner brigit two fort worth cops who are worth their
weight in kibble she s on a short leash officer luz is lucky she still has a job after tasering a male colleague where it counts the
most sure he had it coming which is why the police chief is giving megan a second chance the catch her new partner can t carry
a gun can t drive a cruiser and can t recite the miranda rights because her new partner is a big furry police dog so that s what
the chief meant when he called megan s partner a real b tch will fate throw her a bone with brigit out on the beat megan is
writing up enough tickets to wallpaper the whole station but when a bomb goes off at the mall s food court it s up to megan and
brigit to start digging and sniffing for clues with the help of dead sexy bomb squad expert seth rutledge and his own canine
partner named blast megan finds herself in a desperate race to collar a killer will justice be served or will she end up in the
doghouse readers should be prepared for a laugh fest diane kelly is first class night owl romance

The Dragon World: The Story Begins 2019-03-14
her girls want a daddy she wants her old life back all he wants is the three of them after giselle granger s husband dies in a
tragic accident she s left with their two young daughters and struggling for the strength to live in a world without him when
jackson broussard loses his wife in the same accident he finds himself free of the woman whose lies and manipulations have
made his marriage and life a living hell he feels bound to the past by his desire to do right by his friend s widow and children
even though giselle makes it clear she doesn t want his help can the two former co workers forget their differences in order to
construct a new future together or will they be left with nothing more than a last first kiss and two broken hearts

Claws and Paws 2014-06-03
how can barkley a sweet springer spaniel belong to an arrogant guy like jack who laughs whenever one of our dogs at perfect
paws has literally dragged me through the dirt plus he s dating megan the mega snob i m not sure why that gets to me it s not
like i like jack despite his surprising smile and the way he is with dogs sigh how do i know so much about puppies and so little
about love

Paw Enforcement 2015-06-29
this project began several years ago as a simple family history and legacy to leave to my sons and grandchildren every family
and generation has their unique stories to share it s sad but true that many of these stories are lost as the participants die we
have all heard about the same old stories from the family s older folks many times and got bored with the reruns of some i hope
to preserve these tales and histories perhaps a harsher example is the loss of the holocaust survivors oral histories and the
world war ii veterans stories in history

Last First Kiss (La Fleur de Love: Book Two) 1884
look out for julie s new book the almost legendary morris sisters the bestselling memoirist shows how saving a dog can
sometimes help you save yourself julie klam writes about dogs with a rollicking wit and a radiating warmth as no other writer can
in her bestselling memoir you had me at woof she shared the secrets of happiness she learned as an occasionally frazzled but
always devoted owner of boston terriers now with the same enchanting pop culture infused amalgam of humor and poignancy
that reached the the new york times and the today show and won the hearts of readers across the country she returns with more
humorous insight into life with canine companions klam focuses here on dog rescue and its healing power not only for the dogs
who are cared for and able to find good homes but also for the people who bond with these animals klam became involved with
rescue after years as an owner of purebred dogs she was looking for a way to help and participate in a community but she never
imagined just how much she would receive in return the dogs she has rescued through the years have filled her life with
laughter and contentment sorrow and frustration and they have made certain that she never has a dull moment along the way
she has collected stories from friends who have also found that guiding dogs to nurturing homes made their own lives richer
these experiences which show us that even in our smallest gestures we can make a big difference inspired love at first bark
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The Theatre annual, ed. by C. Scott 1884
hugs the puppy sets out one morning to prove their is nothing better than getting a kiss from his mother

The Theatre Annual 2009-10-06
avid conspiracy theorist john marx supervisor on an oil derrick in the gulf of mexico comes into possession of an email and box
that changes first his then the world s point of view about oil it all comes down to not who controls the world s petroleum supply
but who people corporations and governments think control it tempers explode guns flare people die all due to an email and a
shard of crystal

First Kisses 3: Puppy Love 2019-06-24
dev is a football player at forester university a small liberal arts college where football isn t a big deal he and his teammates still
get to strut around and have their pick of the girls on friday nights at the local meat market that s all he wants until he meets lee
a fox with an agenda and an attractive body problem is lee s not a girl he s a gay fox who never thought he d fall for a football
player until he met dev their secret romance is hard enough for them to handle but that s only the beginning of their problems
as their friends family and co workers keep mounting the pressure to find out what s going on if they re exposed they could lose
the careers they ve fought so hard for going it alone would make everything easier if only they could stop fighting long enough
to break up

Pawka's Story 2011-10-18
these books tell the story of the life i lived but now it s a story that must be told about how people can change i m a married
man my wife and i deatrol b moran are changed people we live in baton rouge louisiana

Love at First Bark 2003
captain bancroft couldn t believe this resort the beaches were pristine the rooms were comfortable everything was so relaxing
the only area off limits was the northern beaches and an area they called the trench he asked a mr jones why mr jones told him
that since he was head of security he would take him out to the cliffs and show him the reason while out there they saw a large
sea bird flying over the water that was when a large shark leaped from the water and snatched it from the air mr jones pointed
out that is why the northern beaches and the trench were off limits bancroft decided that was a good reason the rest of the crew
was just having a good time mrs svedberg ran the resort like a general the service staff seemed happy despite the fact that she
seemed demanding to work for he also was confused by the large canus that seemed to have free run of the island till he was
told they were part of the security detail yet he liked what he saw these maxumus were good at what they did bancroft decided
he was a lucky bear at the very least his life would probably never be boring he was going to be right

Hugs and Kisses 2011-11-10
overwhelming arrogance demands that damian marcel claim jamie walsh no matter who vies against them for she is the only
woman who can sate this powerful were s untamed hunger but jamie believes damian is the draicon werewolf who murdered her
brother she fights the dominating male at every step only to succeed in binding herself to him now the same magick that links
them together is slowly killing jamie for she is infected with a spell that s turning her to stone as they race against time to find a
cure and to ward off attacks from the evil morphs dare damian hope that his draicara will finally accept him as her lover forever

The Oil Man 1886
brendan redbird is a man of science and a medical professional when this very uptight predictable guy is adopted by a naughty
talking cat tom and his two brothers dick and harry brendan s life makes an unpredictable turn tom smacks a girl on the butt and
lets brendan take the blame the only problem is the girl tom smacked is a water nymph myrotessa or tessa for short she isn t
about to let brendan off with that ridiculous excuse tessa has healing waters and the gift of prophecy but she did not see that
coming when the magical felines of cat s paw cove begin succumbing to a mysterious malady tessa and brendan are forced to
work together to find a cure along the way to helping others they fix the cracks in their hearts and are healed with a kiss cat s
paw cove book order 1 a witch in time by wynter daniels and catherine kean asin b07t3rd4zg 2 her homerun hottie by wynter
daniels asin b07tj9d4zb 3 gambling on the artist by wynter daniels asin b07vgkmhn4 4 meows and mistletoe a cat s paw cove
holiday anthology by 8 guest authors asin b07wzm613f 5 hot magic by catherine kean asin b07yr1rg74 6 reimagining mr right
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by wynter daniels asin b07ysq6j3x 7 familiar blessings by candace colt asin b083yt3pm5 8 magical blessings by candace colt
asin b081s7glpq 9 christmas at moon mist manor by kerry evelyn asin b083st42b7 10 love overrules the lawyer by kerry evelyn
asin b083st42b7 11 fated kiss by darcy devlon asin b085n8xc3j 12 charlotte redbird ghost coach by sharon buchbinder asin
b085mlmnt2 13 taken by the imp by sharon buchbinder asin b085ml9rfx 14 the beachcomber s buccaneer bounty by kerry
evelyn asin b085rfz4pg 15 romance magic and cats by wynter daniels asin b086mzk93s 16 new year s kiss by darcy devlon asin
b0883dv28k 17 tides treasures by lynda haviland asin b08b5lcgcj 18 charming the skeptic by wynter daniels asin b08fmj2t79 19
festivities felines a cat s paw cove holiday anthology by 3 guest authors asin b08gkc98w6 20 healed with a kiss by sharon
buchbinder

La Cosaque 2012

Dark Kiss 2009

Out of Position 2011-11-20

Letting Go of K.C. 2019-08-27

Back in the Hood 2015-02-13

The Crossroads of Space and Time 1845
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Encyclopaedia Metropolitana: Miscellaneous and lexicographical 2008-11-01

Encyclopaedia Metropolitana; Or, Universal Dictionary of Knowledge, on an
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2021-01-18

Enemy Lover 1938-07

Healed with a Kiss
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